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Informed Consent

In this survey, you will be asked how you are doing in your life and about your economic
situation, your family and friends, and your health.
At the end, you will even be invited to play some short games - stay tuned!
Here you can read the full information sheet on the survey.

Consent form
Oxford University Research Ethics Committee (CUREC)

Accompanying research on the Job Guarantee (MAGMA) project - University of
Oxford

Purpose of the study: The study will independently assess the social and economic impact
of the project on participants and the rest of the population. To do this, participants will be
interviewed several times throughout the course of the programme in order to visualise
what changes over the course of their participation. The personal data and information of
the interviewed persons will be treated confidentially, anonymised, and changed in such a
way that no one can trace back who they are.

I have read the information sheet for the accompanying research and have had the
opportunity to review the information and ask questions, which have been adequately
answered.
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I may discontinue my continued
participation at any time without giving a reason and without adverse consequences or
penalties. My previously collected data will be deleted with the exception of those data
that have already been anonymised in the study and whose omission would therefore
alter the study results.
I understand that only researchers have access to my personal data and that this data
will not be passed on to the AMS (except in anonymised form for data linkage),
it.works or others.
I understand that the data will be stored securely. I understand how this accompanying
research will be conducted and what participation will mean for me.
I understand how to express my concerns or make a complaint.
Yes, I agree to the terms of this accompanying research and am taking part.

Please type your full name in the field below as a signature.

Pre-survey

Before we start, this section collects personal data only to ensure that we collect data from
the correct sample of participants. Your name and date of birth won't be linked back to your
data or used to identify you later on.
Please keep in mind that the data collected will be anonymised and only used to carry out
the scientific study at Oxford University.
Please provide your name.

Name

Date of Birth

What is your sex?
Man

Woman

Others
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We would like to contact you again in 1 year to ask how you are doing. If you would like us
to be able to contact you again, please enter your contact details below. Again, they won't
be linked to the rest of your responses.

E-mail

Telephone number

Prime / Attitudes

Let's start with the actual survey and your views on the MAGMA programme.

The MAGMA programme by the AMS and it.wokrs aims to eliminate long-term
unemployment by providing guaranteed employment, and to improve the individual
situation of participants. The following questionnaire is designed to collect information on
economic, social and health outcomes.

Compared to 6 months ago before the start of MAGMA, would you say that you are doing
better, the same, or worse?
Much better

Better

A little bit
better

About the
same

A little bit
worse

Worse

Much worse

Can you mention in 1-2 sentences if there is anything you particularly like about the
MAGMA programme?

Can you mention in 1-2 sentences if there is anything you particularly dislike about the
MAGMA programme?

LAMB

Please select whether you agree or disagree with the following statements.

Agree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree,
nor
disagree

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree,
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

My income
usually does
not allow me to
socialise as
often as I like.
I usually have a
lot of
opportunities to
mix with people.
I rarely catch up
with the things I
need to do.
I often feel a
valuable part of
society.

Agree
strongly
There is usually
not enough
spare time in
my day.
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Agree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree,
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree,
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

My income
usually allows
me to do the
things I want.
I rarely feel that
I make a
meaningful
contribution to
society.
I often have
nothing to do.

Agree
strongly
I am usually
important to my
friends.
I seldom meet
new people.
My days are
usually well
organized.
My friends
rarely value my
company.

Subjective status

Imagine a ladder showing where people stand in the society. At the top are the people who
are the best off — those who have the most money, the most education, and the most
respected jobs. At the bottom are the people who are the worst off — those who have the
least money, the least education, and the least respected jobs or no job. Where would you
place yourself on this ladder?

10. Top of the ladder
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1. Bottom of the ladder

Over the past half year did your status in society…
... improve.

... worsen.
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... improve a
lot.

... improve a ... remain as it ... worsen a
little.
was.
little.

... worsen a
lot.

Thinking of the future, do you expect your status to...
... improve a
lot.

... improve.

... improve a ... remain as it ... worsen a
little.
was.
little.

... worsen.

... worsen a
lot.

Social Inclusion

How many new people have you met in the past month? Please type the approximate
number.

Which of the following statements best describes your current rela onship status?

I am romantically
I am romantically
I am involved in an oninvolved on a steady
involved on a steady
again and off-again
basis. We live together. basis. We live separately. relationship(s) or dating
occasionally

I am not involved in a
romantic relationship.

Social Network

From time to time, most people discuss work-related and job-search issues with other
people. Looking back over the last 6 months, who are the people with whom you discussed
work-related and job-search issues with?
In the boxes below, please list the FIRST NAME and LAST NAME INITIAL of the people
with whom you discuss important matters. E.g., Maria Maier would be recorded as "Maria
M".
Please list only one name per box. If two people on your list share the same first name and
last initial, use numbers to distinguish them (e.g., "Maria M" and "Maria M2").
If you don't discuss important matters with anyone, just leave the fields blank.
Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8
Person 9
Person 11
Person 12
Person 13
Person 14
Person 15
Person 16
Person 17
Person 18
Person 19
Person 20

Below is a list of the names you provided on the prior page. Please answer the questions
below about each person you named.
How frequently are you in contact with each person?

Almost
every
day

Once or
twice a
week

Several
times a
month

About
once a
month

Several
times a
year

About
once a
year

Less
than
once a
year

» Person 1
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Almost
every
day

Once or
twice a
week

Several
times a
month

About
once a
month

Several
times a
year

About
once a
year

Less
than
once a
year

» Person 2
» Person 3
» Person 4
» Person 5
» Person 6
» Person 7
» Person 8
» Person 9
» Person 11
» Person 12
» Person 13
» Person 14
» Person 15
» Person 16
» Person 17
» Person 18
» Person 19
» Person 20

Please select whether you agree or disagree with the following statements.
This person is close to you.

Agree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

» Person 1
» Person 2
» Person 3
» Person 4
» Person 5
» Person 6
» Person 7
» Person 8
» Person 9
» Person 11
» Person 12
» Person 13
» Person 14
» Person 15
» Person 16
» Person 17
» Person 18
» Person 19
» Person 20

Please select whether you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Compared to other people you know, this person is very valuable to you.
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Agree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

» Person 1
» Person 2
» Person 3
» Person 4
» Person 5
» Person 6
» Person 7
» Person 8
» Person 9
» Person 11
» Person 12
» Person 13
» Person 14
» Person 15
» Person 16
» Person 17
» Person 18
» Person 19
» Person 20

Which of the following best describes your relationship to each person?
Spouse
/Significant
Other

Other
Family
Member

Friend
/Social
Contact

Work /
Professional
Contact

Other

» Person 1
» Person 2
» Person 3
» Person 4
» Person 5
» Person 6
» Person 7
» Person 8
» Person 9
» Person 11
» Person 12
» Person 13
» Person 14
» Person 15
» Person 16
» Person 17
» Person 18
» Person 19
» Person 20

Please select whether you agree or disagree with the following statements.
This contact is someone who looks up to me.

Agree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly
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Agree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree
strongly

Disagree

» Person 1
» Person 2
» Person 3
» Person 4
» Person 5
» Person 6
» Person 7
» Person 8
» Person 9
» Person 11
» Person 12
» Person 13
» Person 14
» Person 15
» Person 16
» Person 17
» Person 18
» Person 19
» Person 20

Income Security

Overall, which one of the following best describes how well you are managing financially
these days:
Living comfortably

Doing okay

Just getting by

Finding it difficult to get
by

Compared to 6 months ago before the start of MAGMA, would you say that you are better
off, the same, or worse off financially?
Much better
off

Better off

Somewhat
better off

About the
same

Somewhat
worse off

Worse off

Much worse
off

How much is your monthly income?

Can you try to guess in which category your monthly income falls approximately?
less than 600 600 - 1'000 € 1'000 - 1'400 1'400- 1'800 € 1'800 – 2'200 2'200 – 2'600
€
€
€
€

2'600 € or
more

Are you in arrears with a regular payment such as rent, phone bill, loan installment or the
like?
Yes, currently

Yes, within the last six
months

Yes, within the last year

No

Are you able to make an unexpected expense such as X for a repair?
No

Yes, up to 100 Yes, up to 200 Yes, up to 500
€
€
€

Yes, up to
1'000 €

Yes, up to
5'000 €

Yes, up to
10'000 €

Social Capital - time
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Good on you! You have already completed more than 2/3 of the survey.

Would you prefer to receive 100 € today, or 300 € in 1 month?
100 € Today

300 € in 1 month

Would you prefer to receive 100 € today, or 300 € in 12 months?
100 € Today

300 € in 12 months

Would you prefer to receive 100 € today, or 300 € in 6 months?
100 € Today

300 € in 6 months

Suppose you have some money to do business, and you have a choice between 2 options.
Which option would you choose?
Option 1: A business that can give you a lot of
Option 2: A business with less profit every month,
profit every month, but there is a chance you could
but you can’t lose your money.
lose money.

Imagine you have saved 10'000 € from working at a job. You receive the following offer
from a good bank: If you invest with them there is a chance that you will double the money
you invested immediately, or lose half of the money you invested. How much do you want
to invest? You only have 10'000 €.
0€

2'500 €

5'000 €

7'500 €

10'000 €

Social Capital - risk

We are interested in your risk taking behavior. Please select how risky you find the
respective behavior.
Not at
all
Risky

Slightly
Risky

Somewhat
Risky

Moderately
Risky

Risky

Very
Risky

Extremely
Risky

Not at
all
Risky

Slightly
Risky

Somewhat
Risky

Moderately
Risky

Risky

Very
Risky

Extremely
Risky

Speaking your
mind about an
unpopular issue
in a meeting at
work.
Having an affair
with a married
man/woman.
Admitting that
your tastes are
different from
those of a friend.
Revealing a
friend's secret to
someone else.
Drinking heavily
at a social
function.

Betting a day's
income on the
outcome of a
sporting event.
Disagreeing with
an authority
figure on a major
issue.
Engaging in
unprotected sex.
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Not at
all
Risky

Slightly
Risky

Somewhat
Risky

Moderately
Risky

Risky

Very
Risky

Extremely
Risky

Not returning a
wallet you found
that contains
€200.
Passing off
somebody else's
work as your
own.

Social Capital - direct

Please select whether you agree or disagree with the following statements.

In general terms, most people can be trusted.
Agree strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

You are willing to give up something that is beneficial for you today in order to benefit more
from it in the future.
Agree strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

When someone does me a favor I am willing to return it.
Agree strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree
somewhat

If I am treated very unjustly, I will take revenge at the first occasion, even if there is a cost to
do so.
Agree strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

I am willing to punish someone who treats me unfairly, even if there may be costs for me.
Agree strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

Imagine the following situation: Today you unexpectedly received 1,000 Euros. How much
of this amount would you donate to a good cause?
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Generally, I am willing to give to a good causes without expecting anything in return.
Agree strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

Wellbeing

The following statements relate to your well-being in the past two weeks. For each
statement, please mark the number that you think best describes how you have felt over
the past two weeks.
In the last two weeks ...
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All the
time

Most of
the time

A little
more
than
half the
time

A little
less
than
half the
time

About
half the
time

Now
and
then

At no
time

… I was happy and in
a good mood
… I felt calm and
relaxed
... I felt energetic and
active
… I felt fresh and
rested when I woke
up
… my everyday life
was full of things that
interest me

Health

You have arrived at the final section. This section asks you about your health. Please keep
in mind that the data collected will be anonymised and only used to carry out the scientific
study at Oxford University. The data will be kept securely encrypted and it is guaranteed
that it will not be used by the AMS and it.works.

Would you say your health generally is...
Excellent

Very good

Good

Fair

Poor

Over the past 6 months, would you say your health generally has...

improved a lot

improved

improved a
little

remained
stable

worsened a
little

worsened

worsened a
lot

During the past month, how much have you been bothered by any of the following
problems?
Not affected

Little affected

Severely impaired

Not affected

Little affected

Severely impaired

Not affected

Little affected

Severely impaired

heart
sleep
sexual intercourse
limbs
chest

breath
belly
head
digestion
dizziness

menstruation
energy
back
intestine
passed out

During the past month, how much have you been bothered by any of the following
problems?
Not affected

Little affected

Severely impaired

dizziness
limbs
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Not affected

Little affected

Severely impaired

Not affected

Little affected

Severely impaired

Not affected

Little affected

Severely impaired

breath
intestine
passed out

sexual intercourse
chest
digestion
head
energy

sleep
back
heart
belly

Over the last 2 weeks, how much does the statement describe your feelings?

Agree
strongly

Agree
somewhat

Agree

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

I feel I cannot
shake off the
blues, even
with help from
my family and
my friends.
I feel life is not
worth living.
I feel sad.
I feel
depressed.
I feel happy.

Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by the following problems?

Not at all

More than half
the days

Several days

Nearly every
day

Not being able to stop
or control worrying
Trouble relaxing
Becoming easily
annoyed or irritable
Feeling nervous,
anxious or on edge
Being so restless that
it is hard to sit still
Feeling afraid as if
something awful might
happen
Worrying too much
about different things

COVID Scale

Please tell us whether the following statements apply to you.
Not true of me at all
0

10

20

30

Very true of me
40

50

60

70

80

90

100

I have become
depressed because
of the Coronavirus
(COVID-19).
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Not true of me at all
0

10

20

30

Very true of me
40

50

60

70

80

90

100

I have lost jobrelated income due
to the Coronavirus
(COVID-19).
The Coronavirus
(COVID-19)
outbreak has
impacted my
psychological health
negatively.
I am stressed
around other people
because I worry I’ll
catch the
coronavirus (COVID19).
The Coronavirus
(COVID-19) has
impacted me
negatively from a
financial point of
view.
Thinking about the
coronavirus (COVID19) makes me feel
threatened.
I am afraid of the
coronavirus (COVID19).

Ultimatum - Intro

You have arrived in the games section!
Ultimatum Game
1. You will be randomly matched in pairs with other participants.
2. Within each pair, one participant is assigned to Role A, while the other participant is
assigned to Role B.
3. Person A makes an offer to share ${e://Field/total} Euros between A and B. Person A
can choose whether and how much of it to offer to person B. Person A would keep the rest
4. Person B decides whether to accept or reject A's offer. If B accepts the offer, he gets the
amount offered and person A gets the rest. However, if person B rejects the offer, both
person A and person B receive nothing.

MATCH BLOCK - NR

On the next screen, you will be matched with NaN other participants.

We are currently trying to match you with other participant(s).
Please wait patiently to be matched. This may take a few minutes.
Please do NOT minimize this window or navigate to another page.
Image: Loading animation
Waiting for ? participant(s) to join.
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks

Dictator choice

You have been assigned to Role A.
Your task is to allocate ${e://Field/total} Euros between you and B.
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Please use the box below to indicate how many Euros (0-100) to offer to B. B will then
make a decision whether to accept or reject this offer.
If B accepts your offer, he or she will get the Euros you offered to them, and you will keep
the rest of the ${e://Field/total} Euros.
If B rejects your offer, both of you will get 0 Euros.
Your offer to B (0-100):

SEND BLOCK - NR

Image: Loading animation

Allocator feedback 1

You offered ${q://QID1/ChoiceTextEntryValue} Euros to B.
On the next screen, you will have to wait until B makes a decision.

GET BLOCK - NR

Image: Loading animation
Waiting for ? participant(s).
These page timer metrics will not be displayed to the recipient.
First Click: 0 seconds
Last Click: 0 seconds
Page Submit: 0 seconds
Click Count: 0 clicks

Allocator feedback 2

B has rejected your offer.
Both of you got 0 Euros.

B has accepted your offer.
You got ${e://Field/payoff} Euros and B got ${e://Field/offer} Euros.

Recipient intro

You have been assigned to Role B.
The other participant (A) will make an offer about allocating ${e://Field/total} Euros between
him/her and you.
Then, you can either accept or reject A's offer.
If you accept A's offer, you will receive whatever amount A has offered you, and A will
receive the rest of the ${e://Field/total} Euros.
If you reject A's offer, both of you will get 0 Euros.
On the next screen, you will have to wait until A makes a decision.

Recipient decision
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A has offered you ${e://Field/offer} Euros.
A would keep 0 Euros.
Do you accept or reject this offer?
I accept A's offer.
(You get ${e://Field/offer} Euros, A gets 0 Euros)

I reject A's offer.
(You get 0 Euros, A gets 0 Euros)

Recipient feedback

You have decided to reject A's offer.
Both of you got 0 Euros.

You have decided to accept A's offer.
You got ${e://Field/payoff} Euros and A got 0 Euros.

COMPLETE BLOCK - NR

Image: Loading animation

Cyberball game

Cyberball questions

How do the following statements apply to your experience of the Cyberball game.

Agree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree,
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

I enjoyed
playing the
game.
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Agree
strongly

Agree

Agree
somewhat

Neither
agree,
nor
disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Disagree

Disagree
strongly

I felt as though
my existence
was
meaningless
during the
game.
I felt like an
outsider during
the game.
I felt that the
other
participants
failed to
perceive me as
a worthy and
likeable person.
I was included
by other
participants
during the
game.
I felt angry
during the
game.
I felt that I was
able to throw
the ball as often
as I wanted
during the
game.

Final

You have now reached the final question of the survey.

What advice would you have for a person like you who is about to start the MAGMA
programme?

Would you advise the person to take the MAGMA programme?
Yes, very
much

Yes

Yes,
somewhat

Neither yes,
nor no

No, rather

No

No, not at all
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